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Basic Concept
As a financial services complex that fulfills the important mission

of serving a crucial part of the public infrastructure and meeting

social responsibilities, SMFG has positioned the strengthening of

the compliance system as one of the Group’s top management

priorities. As the core of its Groupwide philosophy, SMFG advo-

cates its Business Ethics comprised of the following five princi-

ples. Through adherence to these principles, we endeavor to

construct a solid compliance structure, and with this, become an

outstanding global corporate group. 

Group Management of the Compliance System
Since the establishment of Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group, Inc.

as a financial holding company in December 2002, we have been

providing the appropriate directions and guidance, as well as

monitoring each Group company’s compliance system, from the

perspective of ensuring the sound and proper conduct of business

activities throughout the entire Group. To further promote such

initiatives, we implement the following.

The Board of Directors and Management Committee
The Board of Directors and Management Committee make impor-

tant decisions concerning compliance policy, review 

the progress of those measures taken in connection with 

ensuring compliance, and give instructions concerning these

matters as appropriate.

The Compliance Committee
We set up the Compliance Committee to reinforce the Groupwide

compliance system. The committee comprises the designated

Board member responsible for compliance issues, the heads of

departments involved with compliance matters, and legal advisors

from outside the Group.

SMFG Compliance Manual and the Compliance Rules
We lay out specific Rules of Action for our Group companies in

accordance with our Compliance Manual. The Rules specify the

framework and operation that each company should establish as

a member of SMFG, and define those items that require consulta-

tion or reporting to the holding company. With such Rules, we

implement efficient and effective management of the compliance

system throughout the Group.

Compliance 

Compliance at SMFG

Business Ethics

I. Satisfactory Customer Services
We intend to be a financial services complex that has the trust
and support of our customers. For this purpose, we will always
provide services that meet the true needs of our customers in
order to obtain their satisfaction and confidence in the Group. 

II. Sound Management
We intend to be a financial services complex which maintains fair,
transparent, and sound management based on the principle of
self-responsibility. For this purpose, along with obtaining the firm
confidence of our shareholders, our customers, and the general
public, we take a long-term view of our business and operate it
efficiently, and actively disclose accurate business information
about the Group. Through these procedures, we will maintain
continuous growth on a sound financial basis.

III. Contribution to Social Development 
We intend to be a financial services complex which contributes to
the healthy development of society. For this purpose, we recog-
nize the importance of our mission to serve as a crucial part of
the public infrastructure and also our social responsibilities. With
such recognition, we undertake business operations that
contribute to the steady development of Japan and the rest of the
world, and endeavor, as a good corporate citizen, to make a posi-
tive contribution to society.

IV. Free and Active Business Environment
We intend to be a financial services complex for which all officers
and other employees work proudly and with great spirit. For this
purpose,we respect people, and train and produce employees
with professional knowledge and ability, thereby creating a free
and active business environment.

V. Compliance
We intend to be a financial services complex that always keeps in
mind the importance of compliance. For this purpose, we
constantly reflect our awareness of these Business Ethics in our
business activities. In addition, we respond promptly to directives
from auditors and inspectors. Through these actions, we observe
all laws and regulations, and uphold moral standards in our 
business practices.
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Strengthening the Compliance System: 
A Top Management Priority
Compliance with laws, regulations, and other social standards is 

a matter of course for corporations. Ensuring compliance is 

a particularly important issue for banks because of their central

role in the financial system and socioeconomic infrastructure. 

With such a recognition, in accordance with the basic concept

of compliance throughout the Group, SMBC expects and

demands that all directors, officers, and other employees give

utmost value to people’s trust, abide by laws and regulations,

maintain high ethical standards, and act fairly and sincerely. 

SMBC firmly believes that adherence to these aspects of

compliance in its daily operations will lead to its prosperity, as well

as that of its customers and society in general.

SMBC’s Compliance System and Management
As shown below, SMBC employs a dual structure whereby, firstly,

each department and office is individually responsible for ensuring

that its conduct complies with laws and regulations, and secondly,

the independent Internal Audit Unit conducts impartial audits of

department and branch compliance. 

To make this basic structure effective, the Bank conducts the

following operations.

Compliance Manual
Set out in accordance with the resolution of the Board of

Directors, the Compliance Manual lays out specific Rules of

Action. These Rules of Action comprise 60 items describing 

relevant laws and regulations, as well as providing procedural

guidelines and specific examples of conduct that must be followed

by all directors and employees of SMBC.

Compliance Program
The program’s primary objective is to effectively implement the

compliance system at SMBC and all consolidated subsidiaries.

The Board of Directors annually updates the annual compliance

program. The Board of Directors decides concrete annual plans

regarding compliance, which include a review of rules and regula-

tions, as well as the content and schedule of training programs, to

further strengthen our compliance system.

Appointment of Compliance Officers
A compliance officer has been assigned to each department and

branch to ensure the integrity of the compliance framework.

To assure that the above operations concerning compliance are

maintained, SMBC has established a Compliance Committee that

encompasses the entire organization.

The Committee is chaired by the director responsible for

compliance issues and includes the heads of 17 departments. In

addition, with a view to enhancing objectivity, the Committee has

legal advisors from outside as its council. This framework ensures

that each section of SMBC is examined for compliance from an

impartial, neutral perspective.
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■ Compliance System Overview
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